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For the exhilaration
Our Sports Series brings blistering McLaren performance to the sports 
car category. And the 570S Spider takes the thrill of the drive even  
further. You’ll find supercar-inspired power fused with handling for 
day-to-day usability. All topped off with a retractable roof that’s so light, 
it takes nothing away from performance. Put simply, it’s the Spider that 
refuses to compromise.

The 570S Spider shares the same racing-inspired McLaren 3.8 litre 
twin-turbocharged V8 as our 570S. Plus an identical super strong 
carbon fibre MonoCell II chassis. Add in the folding hard top, and it’s a 
car that guarantees a soul-stirring drive. So connect to the sounds and 
sensations of the road. And fill every journey with pure exhilaration.
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Standard features
The technology
Our carbon fibre MonoCell II technology isn’t just incredibly light. It’s incredibly 
strong. Which means your 570S Spider tub carries the folding roof mechanism 
as if it wasn’t there. There’s no additional stiffening needed. So there’s no 
change to the feel of the drive. Except how close you feel to the road, of course. 
Plus, our Sports Series adaptive dampers deliver an engaging everyday ride. 
The result? Class-leading usability. And class-leading performance.

Powertrain
   M838TE 3.8L twin-turbocharged V8 engine  
570 PS/600 Nm torque

  Eco start-stop system with deactivation switch
  Low exit stainless steel exhaust system
  7-speed + reverse Seamless Shift Gearbox (SSG)
  3 x powertrain modes (Comfort, Sport, Track)
  Twin multi-plate clutches
  Open differential
  Launch control

Body Structure
  Single piece carbon fibre MonoCell ll
  Exposed engine bay

Wheels, Tyres & Brakes
  Sport 10-Spoke cast alloy wheels
  Silver wheel finish
  Pirelli P ZeroTM Corsa tyres
   Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)  
+ tyre temperature gauge

   Carbon ceramic brakes with 6-piston calipers  
front & 4-piston calipers rear

Driver Assistance
  Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
  Dynamic Electronic Stability Control (DESC)
  Traction Control (TC)
  Hill hold assist
  Cruise control
  Electronic parking brake

Suspension
  Adaptive damping ‘S’ tune
  3 x handling modes (Comfort, Sport, Track)
  McLaren brake steer



Standard features
The design
The 570S Spider is a car that looks poised to perform. Roof up. Or down. 
Dramatic rear buttresses increase aero efficiency. A stylish rear  
tonneau storage area neatly contains the hard top. 

Exterior Lighting
   Full LED headlights with automatic  

headlight levelling
  Follow Me Home Headlights (adjustable time)
   Automatic lights (in conjunction with  

rain sensor)
   Automatic LED daytime running lights &  

rear lights
  Central High Mounted Stop Lamp (CHMSL)
  Dual function LED rear fog / reverse light

Exterior Features
   Dihedral Doors
  Soft close doors
  Glass wind deflector
  Two piece retractable hard top roof
   Electrically folding heated door mirrors  

(with dip in reverse functionality)

Exterior Styling
   Dark Palladium rear spoiler
   Dark Palladium tonneau cover
  Dark Palladium front splitter
  Dark Palladium rear deck
  Dark Palladium service cover
  Dark Palladium aero blades
  Dark Palladium side skirts
  Dark Palladium exterior door inserts
  Dark Palladium side intakes
  Dark Palladium diffuser
   Body colour door mirror casings and door  

mirror arms
  Body colour retractable hard top roof
  Silver exhaust finisher
   Silver badge set (front, rear, steering wheel  

and wheel centre caps)
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Standard features
The cockpit
Substance. Style. Introducing a focused interior designed with 
usability at its heart. One that keeps you closely connected to  
the road. And enjoying every twist, straight and turn.

Interior
   Extended leather interior with textile headlining
  Manual sports seats
  Electrochromatic dipping rear view interior mirror
  Carbon Black leather steering wheel
  Dual zone climate control (temp)
  Rear window heating element on glass/rear window
  Air conditioning

Infotainment
   7” portrait touch screen monitor
  On-board memory
  Audio media player
  AM/FM radio
  DAB radio (SiriusXM for USA and Canada)
  Bluetooth telephony
  USB connectivity & AUX in
  iPod / iPhone integration
  IRIS navigation (inc. cluster turn-by-turn display)
  McLaren 4-speaker audio system
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Exterior colours
The finish
Express yourself in hand-finished colour.
Finished by hand. Our three-stage, Formula 
1-inspired paint technology creates a lightweight 
finish. Giving you the ultimate control in tone, 
tint and lustre. Available in Silver and Blue as 
standard. Or a range of Special, Elite and Defined 
finishes to accentuate the aero lines of your 570S 
Spider. So what’ll it be? Head-turning hues? Or 
subtle sophistication?

Silver McLaren Orange Lunar WhitePearl White

Mantis Green Burton BlueFire Black

Onyx Black Lantana PurpleVermillion Red

Silica White Mauvine BlueVentura Orange

Cobalt Violet Paris BlueVega Blue

Blue Storm Grey Zenith Black Papaya SparkIce Silver

Blade Silver Abyss Black Polaris BlueVolcano Orange

Pacific Fistral Blue Ceramic GreyBourbon

Curacao Blue Amethyst Black Sarthe GreySicilian Yellow

White

Standard Special Elite MSO Defined 

Murawai White
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Wheel designs
Turn up the style
The 570S Spider comes with distinctive Silver alloys as standard. Prefer your own look? 
Choose from a wide range of optional designs and finishes. Boost power-to-weight 
ratio with a 15kg-saving Super-Lightweight build. Give coloured brake calipers the 
attention they deserve with a 5 Twin-Spoke design. Or go dark with a Stealth finish.

Standard wheel designs

Silver finish

Sport 10-Spoke cast alloy wheel
Optional wheel designs
Lightweight 5 Twin-Spoke forged alloy wheels

Silver finish Stealth finish Diamond cut finish

Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels

Silver finish Stealth finish Diamond cut finish

Silver finish Stealth finish Diamond cut finish

Super-Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
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Brake calipers
Show. Stopping.
Black brake calipers. A striking silver McLaren logo. 
Both come as standard on your 570S Spider. Want 
to fine-tune the look of your car? Choose from 
iconic McLaren Orange, understated Liquid Black 
and striking Polished Silver (for carbon-ceramic 
brakes only). Or add a pop of colour for subtle 
highlights.

Exterior features
   McLaren Orange with black printed McLaren logo
  Silver with black printed McLaren logo
  Red with black printed McLaren logo
  Yellow with black printed McLaren logo
  Polished with black printed McLaren logo
  Liquid Black with silver printed McLaren logo

Special Colour Brake CalipersStandard Colour

Black with silver McLaren logo Red with black McLaren logoMcLaren Orange with black  
McLaren logo

Yellow with black McLaren logo

Polished with black  
McLaren logo

Silver with black McLaren logo Liquid Black with silver  
McLaren logo
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Optional features – packs
Upgrades. All wrapped up.
The best of our Sports Series upgrades. Curated into complementary 
collections. And ready to make their mark on your 570S Spider. Subtle 
carbon fibre detailing for statement bodywork. Enhanced protection 
to keep your car safe from harm. Luxury materials for an even 
smoother ride. Plus race-inspired trim and technology to bring track 
thrills to every road.

Carbon Fibre Exterior Pack 1:
   Door mirror casings
  Side intakes 

Carbon Fibre Exterior Pack 2:
   Aero blades
  Side skirts
  Diffuser

Security Pack:
   Vehicle lift
  Rear view camera
  Front and rear parking sensors
  Volumetric alarm upgrade 
  Car cover

Luxury Pack:
   Power sports seats (8-way adjust, heated, memory)  
with comfort entry/exit

  Power adjust steering column
  Bowers & Wilkins 12 speaker branded audio system
  Soft close doors 
  McLaren branded floor mat set

Track Pack:
   Super-Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels  

with Stealth wheel finish
  McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function
  Sports Exhaust with Stealth exhaust finisher
  Carbon fibre racing seats – regular or touring
  By McLaren Designer Interior - Sport Design
  Carbon Black Alcantara® steering wheel
  Carbon fibre interior upgrade
  Dark Palladium roof 
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Optional features – packs
Perfectly coordinated. By design.
Introducing our Spider Design Editions. ‘By McLaren’ premium interiors carefully 
coordinated with exterior paintwork, brake calipers and wheel finishes. Unique 
combinations of Nappa leather and Alcantara®. Intricate detailing across materials 
and stitching. Plus a design personality that carries through the whole car.

570S Spider Design Edition  1
   Special paint – Silica White
  By McLaren Sport Design 1 – Jet Black/Apex Red
  Roof & cantrails – Dark Palladium
  Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
  Stealth wheel finish
  Red brake calipers

570S Spider Design Edition 2
   Special paint – Storm Grey
   By McLaren Sport Design 2 – Jet Black/Slate Grey/ 

Capella Orange
   Roof & cantrails – Body Colour
   Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
   Diamond cut wheel finish
   Polished brake calipers

570S Spider Design Edition 3
   Elite paint – Vermillion Red
   By McLaren Sport Design 3 – Carbon Black/Jet Black/ 

Stone Grey
   Roof & cantrails – Dark Palladium
   Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
   Diamond cut wheel finish
   Red brake calipers

 

570S Spider Design Edition 4
   Special paint – Onyx Black
   By McLaren Sport Design 4 – Carbon Black McLaren  

Orange/ Jet Black
   Roof & cantrails – Body Colour
   Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
   Stealth wheel finish
   McLaren Orange brake calipers

570S Spider Design Edition 5
   Elite paint – Vega Blue
   By McLaren Luxury Design 1 – Jet Black/Almond White
   Roof & cantrails – Dark Palladium 
  Lightweight 10-Spoke forged alloy wheels
  Diamond cut wheel finish
  Polished brake calipers
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MSO Defined packs
Bold. Yet understated.
Part of what makes owning your McLaren so special is the 
opportunity to truly make it your own. Our McLaren Special 
Operations (MSO) service offers incredible choice in personalisation. 
Switch exterior aero features to carbon fibre for statement bodywork 
touches. And feel the extra punch of ultra weight savings.

MSO Defined Carbon Fibre Exterior Pack:
   Front splitter
   Rear bumper
   Rear spoiler
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MSO Defined Interior
   MSO Defined coloured seatbelts (McLaren Orange / Yellow / Red)
   MSO Defined satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finishers with McLaren branding
  MSO Defined key in Piano Black or McLaren Orange

MSO Defined Exterior
   MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre exterior door inserts
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre front splitter
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre rear bumper
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre rear spoiler
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre rear deck
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre rear tonneau
  MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre service cover
   MSO Defined titanium Supersports Exhaust with nano clear exhaust finisher

MSO optional features
The personal touch
Go for an uncompromising race-ready look and feel. Bring lightweight, 
gloss-finish carbon fibre to every corner of your 570S Spider. Feel the 
roar of a richer, louder titanium Supersports Exhaust. Add subtle cabin 
accents with coloured seatbelts. Or cast accessories and components 
in iconic McLaren Orange.
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Optional features
Take it further
The look. The feel. The whole driving experience. Build a 570S 
Spider that fits your personality. And the way you drive. Add a 
louder soundtrack to every journey with a Sports Exhaust. Helpful 
technology like a rear parking camera. Even vehicle tracking for the 
ultimate peace of mind.

Powertrain
   Sports Exhaust

Tyres & Brakes
  Pirelli P ZeroTM tyres
  Cast brakes with 4-piston calipers front & rear

Suspension
  Vehicle lift

Driver Assistance
  Rear view camera
  4 front and 4 rear parking sensors

Safety & Security
   Volumetric alarm upgrade (including interior storage compartments)
  Vehicle tracking system
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Exterior features
   Soft close doors

Exterior styling
   Stealth exhaust finisher
  Carbon fibre aero blades
  Carbon fibre side skirts
  Carbon fibre side intakes
  Carbon fibre diffuser
  Carbon fibre door mirror casings
  Carbon fibre wheel arches

Optional features
The racing edge
When it comes to performance, every gram counts. Our gloss 
carbon fibre trim options are strong, durable and incredibly 
light. Not to mention meticulously constructed. With 
perfectly uniform threads that demand closer inspection. So 
you can shave weight while adding aggressive racing poise 
to your 570S Spider.
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Interior
   Power adjust sports seats with comfort entry / exit
  Carbon fibre racing seats – regular or touring fit
   Power adjust steering column (reach and rake with  
comfort entry / exit)

  Nappa sport / Nappa design / Nappa Alcantara® interior
  By McLaren Designer Interior – Sport Design / Luxury Design
   Carbon fibre interior components (switch-pack surrounds,  
steering wheel spokes and extended gear shift paddles)

   Carbon fibre interior upgrade (interior components,  
interior door inserts and tunnel sides)

   Headlining Alcantara® 
   Headlining Nappa leather
  Leather sill finishers with McLaren branding
  Carbon fibre sill finishers with McLaren branding
  Carbon fibre seat backs (not available with racing seats)
  Carbon Black Alcantara® steering wheel

Infotainment
   McLaren 8-speaker audio system
  Bowers & Wilkins 12 speaker branded audio system
  McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function
   McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function  
& three cameras

Optional features
Every last detail
Feel every beat with an enhanced audio system. Get a true picture of 
your driving style and improve your skills through camera-enabled 
telemetry. Or enjoy the ultimate in luxury comfort with cool Nappa 
leather, plush Alcantara® and satin carbon trim.
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Technical highlights
Engine configuration       
M838TE 3.8L (3,800cc) twin-turbocharged V8 engine  
570S PS / 600Nm torque

Drivetrain layout        
Mid-engine rear wheel drive

Transmission        
7-speed + reverse Seamless Shift Gearbox (SSG)
Twin multi plate clutches

Suspension        
Adaptive damping ‘S’ tune 
3 x handling modes (Comfort, Sport, Track)

Steering         
Electro hydraulic

Brakes         
Carbon ceramic brakes calipers (F: 6-piston  R: 4-piston)

Power and Performance       
Maximum Power PS (BHP) 9kW)  ................................................570 (562) (419) @ 7,500 rpm
Maximum Torque Nm (lb-ft)  ........................................................600 (443) @ 5,000 - 6,500 rpm
0-100kph (0-62 mph)  ....................................................................3.2 seconds
0-200kph (0-124 mph)  .................................................................9.6 seconds
0-60 mph  .............................................................................................3.1 seconds
0-100 mph  ..........................................................................................6.4 seconds
0-400 metres (1/4 mile)  ...............................................................11.0 seconds
Stopping Distance: 100-0kph (62-0 mph)  ............................32 metres (105 feet)
Stopping Distance: 200-0kph (124-0 mph) ..........................130 metres (426 feet)

Weight         
V Max km/h (mph)  ............................................................................328 (204)
DIN Kerb Weight [fluids + 90% fuel]  .......................................1,498 kgs (3,303 lbs)
Curb Weight, USA [fluids + 100% fuel]  ..................................1,503 kgs (3,314 lbs)
Dry Weight  ...........................................................................................Base: 1,402 kgs (3,091lbs) 
Dry Weight   ..........................................................................................Minimum*: 1,359 kgs (2,996lbs)
Weight Distribution  .........................................................................front: 42%
Weight Distribution  .........................................................................rear: 58%

Dimensions        
Vehicle Length  ...................................................................................4,530 mm
Vehicle Width, Widest Point  .........................................................2,095 mm
Vehicle Width, Door Open: single (both)   ................................2,660 mm (3,225 mm)
Roof Opening Time ...........................................................................17 seconds
Roof Closing Time .............................................................................17 seconds
Vehicle Height  ...................................................................................1,202 mm
Vehicle Height, Door Open  ...........................................................1,988 mm
Overhang, Front : Rear   ...................................................................1,074 mm : 786 mm
Wheel Base   ........................................................................................2,670 mm
Track Front (Contact Patch Centre)   ..........................................1,673 mm
Track Rear (Contact Patch Centre)  ............................................1,618 mm
Ground Clearance   ............................................................................93 mm
Ramp Angle degrees (with vehicle lift)   ..................................8.3 (10.3) degrees
Break Over Angle  ..............................................................................5.5 degrees
Departure Angle  ...............................................................................16.8 degrees
Wheel Sizes – Front:   .......................................................................19 x 8.0J inches
Wheel Sizes – Rear:  ..........................................................................20 x 10.0J inches
Tyre Sizes Inches  – Front:   ............................................................225/35/R19 inches
Tyre Sizes Inches – Rear:  ...............................................................285/35/R20 inches
Turning Circle  .....................................................................................12.4 metres
Steering Wheel Turns – lock to lock ...........................................2.5
Luggage Capacity  .............................................................................front: 150 litres
Luggage Capacity  .............................................................................tonneau: 52 litres

Efficiency         
EU NEDC –
CO2 Emissions  ...................................................................................249 g/km
Fuel Efficiency Urban  ......................................................................16.5 litres/100kms (17.2 mpg)
Fuel Efficiency Extra Urban  ..........................................................7.4 litres/100kms (38.4 mpg)
Fuel Efficiency Combined  ..............................................................10.7 litres/100kms (26.6 mpg)
USA EPA –
Fuel Efficiency City  ...........................................................................19 mpg
Fuel Efficiency Highway  ................................................................23 mpg
Fuel Efficiency Combined  ..............................................................16 mpg
Fuel Tank Capacity  ...........................................................................72 litres (15.8 UK gallons / 19.0 USA gallons)

Based on EU (UK) specifications as at 01.04.2018. Further information can be found on the Configurator at 
configurator.mclaren.com/model/spider570s or via a local authorised McLaren Retailer. All information subject 
to change by the manufacturer.

* With lightweight options added

http://configurator.mclaren.com/model/spider570s
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Warranty and servicing
Warranty
Confidence guaranteed
We stand firm by the quality of our engineering. That’s why your 570S 
Spider is covered by our comprehensive McLaren Vehicle Warranty as 
standard. That includes the car, and its finish… no matter how far you 
drive. It even includes roadside assistance in selected regions. Or go 
for ultimate peace of mind and increase coverage with the McLaren 
Extended Warranty.

McLaren Vehicle Warranty
  Three years’ vehicle warranty
   Three years’ paint surface warranty
   10 years’ corrosion warranty
   Guaranteed use of McLaren genuine parts fitted by full trained  
McLaren technicians

   Unlimited mileage cover throughout the term of the warranty
   Valid through the region of purchase

McLaren Extended Warranty
  Optional cover for up to 12 years
   Available in 12 or 24 month increments up until the tenth anniversary  
of first registration

Servicing
Perfected. Protected.
Your McLaren is a finely tuned machine. McLaren Retailers offer annual 
servicing (or at 15,000 km/10,000 mile intervals). All delivered by genuine 
McLaren-trained technicians. Which means there’s no reason every mile in 
your 570S Spider shouldn’t feel as fun as the first.

Terms & conditions
http://cars.mclaren.com/terms-and-conditions
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570S Spider

Version 1

http://cars.mclaren.com
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